Introduction: The objective of this study is to evaluate the 100 most cited publications in the literature related to geriatric anesthesia in terms of bibliometric properties.

Material and Methods: After obtaining the approval of the ethical committee for this descriptive cross-sectional study, the first 100 most cited relevant publications were determined using appropriate keywords in the “advanced mode” feature of the “Institute for Scientific Information Web of Science” search engine. The data were then entered into SPSS 20.0 software program. The Kruskal Wallis test and Mann Whitney U test were used for the comparison of the groups.

Findings: The literature analysis conducted in this study revealed a total of 24,340 publications in the field of geriatric anesthesia over the 1975 through 2020 period.

58% of the 100 most cited articles were published between 2000 and 2009, with a total citation average rate of 195.23 ± 126.26 and an annual citation average rate of 10.53 ± 6.66. 33% of these studies were pain-related while 28% were related to cognitive functions.

77% of journals originated from the United States and 23% from the United Kingdom.

There was a significant relationship between the publication year of the article and the total number of citations per year (p<0.001).

Conclusion: The present article is the first study in the literature to evaluate the top 100 most cited studies related to geriatric anesthesia. Owing to their unique physiology that must be considered, geriatric anesthesia is also rapidly gaining ground on the path once covered by pediatric anesthesia.
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INTRODUCTION

It is possible to encounter medical publications in different national and international clinical and surgical branches conducted to determine the most cited articles (1-4). When a scientific article cites another scientific article as a reference, it is defined as citing that article. The large number of scientific article citations shows the strength of the impact of a particular article. More cited scientific articles and higher-impact journals are considered higher-quality publications (2).

The first bibliographic study was published in 1987 in “The Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA)” by Garfield under the title “The 100 Most Cited Articles Published in JAMA” (3). Since that time, a great deal of articles has been examined and presented as “the most cited articles” not only in general journals but also in specific journals (4, 5). While Ahmad et al. (6) identified the top 100 most cited articles in the field of bariatric surgery between 1945 and 2014, Amina et al (7) investigated the top 50 most cited articles in bariatric and endocrine surgery from 1950 to 2000. However, the number of bibliometric studies on anesthesia is quite limited. In their study, Correl et al. (8) investigated the change in academic areas of interest related to inhalation anesthetics, whereas Vlassakov et al. (9) studied local anesthetic agents. These studies shed light on clinicians and researchers to show the tendency to publish anesthesiology. The number of bibliometric studies on anesthesia is very limited. In their study, Correl et al. (8) investigated the change in academic interest in inhalation anesthetics, Vlassakov et al. (9) and local anesthetic agents. These studies shed light on clinicians and researchers to show the tendency to publish articles on anesthesia.

Age could cause imbalances in human’ body in an unexpected way which is a physiological process that induces changes in the functions and structure of organs, tissues and progresses with atrophy (10). In the United States (USA), 48% of all hospital care days are dedicated to geriatric cases. At least one of every four surgical cases is at age 65 years or older (11).

The number of geriatric patients will increase in the next two decades. Therefore, it is essential for every anesthetist to know geriatric anesthesia well, to follow the future of developments and studies. The most significance three parts for geriatric surgery are appropriate anesthesia techniques, preoperative examination of the patient cautiously, optimum personalized surgical method (12). Bibliometric studies may be a guiding light in geriatric anesthesia as in other areas where they are applicable. It is possible to access the database as well as valuable information such as academic personal citation statistics and mean citation indexes by using the Web of Science search engine (1, 13, 14). The objective of this study is to examine the most frequently cited internationally published articles on geriatric anesthesia scanned through the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) Web of Science (WOS) search engine with respect to authors, countries and institutions, and to analyze which journals these articles were published through a bibliometric analysis.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

The study, planned as a descriptive cross-sectional study, was conducted using the “advanced mode” feature of the ISI and WOS search engine after obtaining the approval of the ethics committee (Decision no: 5316-GOA 2020/05-19). The appropriate search keys were used. (These key words are in adnex 1) The scan was conducted on with the inclusion all articles published from 1975 to January 2020. The 100 most cited publications
among internationally published articles on geriatric anesthesia were determined and listed. The contents of the articles were reviewed one by one by the first author. Topics related to geriatric anesthesia, specialties of the authors as well as journals in which they were published were recorded. The total number of citations for each publication, the number of citations per year, authors, information related to the study and the journal were all determined using WOS. Articles with sections such as letter to the editor, case study and poster presentation were excluded from the study.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analyses of the data obtained in the research were entered into the SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA) 20.0 program and the entered data were then analyzed. The Kruskal Wallis test and Mann Whitney U test were used for the comparison of the groups. The statistical method used to investigate the significance of the difference between groups is shown in Table 1. A p value below 0.05 was regarded as a significant difference.

**RESULTS**

It was found that there were 24,340 publications in the WOS search engine over the 1975 through January 2020 period. While the most cited study had 693 citations, the lowest number of citations among the top 100 most cited studies was 95. The distribution of the 100 most cited articles in the field of geriatric anesthesia according to the number of articles cited by the first authors is shown in adnex 2. The average number of citations of the 100 most cited studies was established as 195.23 ± 126.26. The annual citation rates of the studies ranged from 31.50 to 2.84, and the mean was found to be 10.53 ± 6.66.

The most cited study is “Influence of age and gender on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of remifentanil .1. Model development” published by Minto, CF et al. in 1997 in the journal of “ANESTHESIOLOGY”.

An examination of the top 100 most cited studies in the field of geriatric anesthesia revealed that the first three areas were pain (33%), cognitive functions (28%) and out-come (16%), respectively. The first three journals with the most top-100 publications were “ANESTHESIOLOGY” (21%), “PAIN” (20%), “BRITISH JOURNAL OF ANAESTHESIA” (12%), respectively.

84% of the 100 most cited articles in the field of geriatric anesthesia were in SCI (Science Citation Index) and 16% in journals indexed in SCI-E (Science Citation Index Expanded). The distribution of the articles in terms of Q indexes was Q1 65%, Q2 28%, Q3 6%, Q4 1% respectively.

The authors’ country of origin was 50% United States, 38% European countries, 5% Canada and 7% other countries. 77% of journals originated from the United States and 23% from the United Kingdom. The respective top 100 most cited articles in geriatric anesthesia are shown in adnex 2.

58% of the 100 most cited articles in the field of geriatric anesthesia were published between 2000 and 2009 (Graphic 1).

There was a significant relationship between the publication year of the article and the number of citations per year (p <0.001). The author’s country of origin, the country of the journal and the index of the journal were found to have no significant relation with the total and annual citations rates (p> 0.05). The distribution of the articles according to their characteristics is presented in Table 1.

The specialties of the first authors of the articles were 45% anesthesia, 11% geriatrics, 10% psychiatry, 10% algology, 3% internal medicine, and 22% other branches, respectively. Of the 100 most cited studies in geriatric anesthesia, 43% were randomized controlled trials, 21%
were prospective, 10% were compiled, 7% were retrospective, 6% were analytical cross-sectional studies, and the remaining 5% were meta-analyses.

While anesthesiologists and algologists mostly publish their articles in journals related to their own fields, psychiatrists predominantly publish articles in journals related to pain. Geriatric specialists were found to be publishing articles also in journals related to various other areas of medicine led by pain. When research subjects in the field of geriatric anesthesia are examined, it can be seen that pharmacology was studied at a greater scale in the 1990s, and then subject selection inclined towards pain between 2000 and 2009 (Graphic 2).

As hip fractures are the most common cases of geriatric anesthesia in the operating room, an examination of the articles in terms of hip fracture revealed that the studies examining hip fracture patients in these articles was found to be 14%. Articles that did not examine hip fracture cases focused on pain (32%), cognitive functions (23%) and outcome (10%), respectively (Table 2).

Discussion

Our study, which examines the citation rates of international articles on geriatric anesthesia, is the first study in this context. In the present study, we
examined the most cited internationally sourced articles on geriatric anesthesia using the ISI and WOS search engines, reviewed these articles by authors, countries of origin and institutions, and evaluated journals in which they were published.

It is a fact that some bibliometric studies have been conducted in various disciplines on a worldwide and national basis, but there are very few bibliometric studies in the international literature in the field of anesthesiology (13). The present study showed that the first three journals with the most frequently cited publications in the field of geriatric anesthesia were “ANESTHESIOLOGY” (21%), “PAIN” (20%), “BRITISH JOURNAL OF ANAESTHESIA” (12%) respectively, whereas 77% of journals originated from the United States and 23% from the United Kingdom. Also, 50% of the authors of the articles are of US origin.

Bould et al. (15) reviewed articles on anesthesia, intensive care and pain that were published in SCI journals between 1997 and 1998. They reported that the United States published more original articles than any other country and articles from high-income countries were likely to be more frequently published than middle-income countries, notably Turkey, China and India. The journal in which Bould et al. made this publication is “Anesthesia”, a UK-based journal. Britain is the second country in the world, after the USA, to dominate the geriatric anesthesia literature. In a bibliometric analysis conducted by Yilmaz et al (16), the authors evaluated the scientific performance of publications in the field of general anesthesia in Turkey as well as on a global basis. According to the results of that study, the total number of publications in Turkish-based anesthesia journals displayed a significant decline between 2004 and 2009. However, they observed that the publication rate increased again after 2009. The study established that the first five countries with most publications in the field of anesthesiology included developed countries like the USA, the UK, Germany, France and Canada, whereas Turkey ranked 14th in the world.

The most remarkable feature of the most cited article in our study, conducted by Minto et al. and published in 1997, is that it highlights accurate dose management of short-acting opioids in geriatric anesthesia, such as widely-used remifentanil (17). Although published in 2014, the most recent publication in our list, which could quickly enter the list of top 100 articles with an annual rate of 22.5 citations, belongs to Griffiths R.et al. In that publication, which highlighted the significance of geriatric anesthesia, it was reported that the elderly were at relatively higher risk compared with young surgical patients in terms of mortality and morbidity following elective and (especially) emergency surgery, which is a proof of the demand for such publications in this field. (18).

Journals that basically address scientific issues publish studies evaluating citation indexes and publication quality on a variety of topics. The high number of citations scientific articles receive does not necessarily reflect the relevant strength of that article on a particular topic. The most commonly used indicators in the evaluation of scientific
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Table 2. Topic Distribution of the Subjects Related to Hip Fracture Patients in the First 100 Most Cited Articles in Geriatric Anesthesia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Articles Subjects</th>
<th>Hip Fracture -</th>
<th>Hip Fracture +</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain No. (%)*</td>
<td>32 (37,2%)</td>
<td>1 (7,1%)</td>
<td>33 (33,0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive No. (%)*</td>
<td>23 (26,7%)</td>
<td>5 (35,7%)</td>
<td>28 (28,0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome No. (%)*</td>
<td>10 (11,6%)</td>
<td>6 (42,9%)</td>
<td>16 (16,0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other No. (%)*</td>
<td>21 (14,3%)</td>
<td>2 (14,3%)</td>
<td>23 (23,0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* percentage of row
Figure 1. The Distribution of the Most Cited Articles by Year

Figure 2. The Distribution of Subject Areas of the Top 100 Articles Cited in Geriatric Anesthesia by Year
journals include the number of citations and the average by years. Although more frequently cited scientific articles and journals are accepted more scientifically efficient, there is also a limit to these indicators. In a study they carried out in 2017-2018, Mchugh et al. (19) analysed 12,544 citations on the WOS citation index published by 12 anesthetic journals in 2016 and found the median number of citations made per item as 3.3 (2.6-4.1). Their analysis may provide information to authors and editors on issues such as where to submit work, what editorial policy to pursue and what journal strategy to follow, respectively.

In a study they carried out in 2013, Yoon et al. (20) identified the top-cited articles in the field of radiology between 1945 and 2012. These articles were then classified among themselves as neuroradiology, interventional radiology, breast imaging and ablation of hepatic tumors. In our study, an examination of the 100 top-cited studies in the field of geriatric anesthesia revealed that the first three areas were pain (33%), cognitive functions (28%) and outcome (16%), respectively.

In a study conducted in the field of anesthesiology and intensive care in Scandinavian countries as well as the UK (21), the number of publications in annual journals between 1981 and 2000 was examined during the 20-year period in Sweden, Norway, Finland and Denmark. For comparison, data from the UK were also analyzed. It was reported that there was a significant increase in Finland and Norway compared to other countries during this period, and the percentage of cited papers in these countries also increased in the last 20 years. In our study, it was found that the period during which the most cited studies in the field of geriatric anesthesia was conducted was the years from 2000 to 2009 (58%). However, it was observed that this rate declined by 8% over the period 2010-2014. Nevertheless, in order to be among the top 100 in the number of citations, it is necessary to surpass the citation rate of studies that receive citations in previous years, so we believe that the publications should not be considered to be declining after 2009. The study conducted by Cheng et al (13) can help us better understand the contribution of anesthesiology research activities to the world over the past 20 years. The authors examined a total of 64,199 articles published from 1995 to 2014, with 1,084,491 cited times. The total number of articles published by journals showed a slight increase in the second decade. Over 45% of these articles were published by the top five journals that have maintained their ranking over 20 years. It was found that most publications originated from North America and European countries, of which the United States had the highest number of publications and citations. Most of the institutions are academic universities and hospitals. More than half of the top 25 institutions (in rankings) are located in the United States, and Harvard University accounted the highest number of articles and citations among all institutions.

Like pediatric cases, geriatric anesthesia, too, has sensitive aspects that make them unique and require more evaluation and attention. The geriatric age group also has a unique physiology that must be considered. Even with these accompanying comorbidities, traumas experienced and adaptation mechanisms, this physiology may display a wider spectrum than pediatric anesthesia. Results for pediatric patients undergoing anesthesia have improved over the years thanks to improvements in monitoring and equipment, safer and more easily titratable anesthetic agents, and possibly the practice of sub-specialization (22). Geriatric anesthesia has been progressing over the years on the way to be practiced by anesthesiologists specially educated for the care of the elderly, just like pediatric anesthesiologists.

When research subjects in the field of geriatric anesthesia are examined, it can be seen that pharmacology was studied at a greater scale in
the 1990s, and then the subject selection inclined towards pain between 2000 and 2009. While anesthesiologists and algologists mostly publish their articles in journals related to their own fields, psychiatrists predominantly publish articles in pain-related journals. It was found that geriatric specialists were publishing articles also in journals related to various other areas of medicine led by pain.

The most important limitation of our study is the fact that the search keys are determined by the WOS search engine itself. Consequently, some related studies cannot be included in the list obtained at the end of the search. However, this rate is very low and is not only true for this study. In fact, all studies addressing this subject have the same limitations.

As a result, bibliographic writings created by using scientific search engines have a guiding role in determining where to focus in scientific research. It is recommended that such studies are updated and rewritten at certain time intervals in order to perform a substantial data analysis.
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